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Facing extinction – the status of the vaquita
marina
The vaquita porpoise is the world’s smallest and most
endangered cetacean, with an estimated nine individuals
remaining.3 Its distribution is restricted to a very small
area, approximately 24km by 12km, in the northernmost
Gulf of California, Mexico.4

©Oscar Ortiz

The status of the vaquita and its catastrophic race
towards extinction has been well-documented over the
past 20 years by the International Committee for the
Recovery of the Vaquita (CIRVA), a body of international
experts in the field of cetacean studies. In 1999,
CIRVA endorsed a vaquita abundance estimate of 567
individuals, based on surveys conducted in 1997.5 By 2012
the population was thought to number just 200 animals.
When CIRVA met in 2014 it issued a stark warning that
the species was in imminent danger of extinction,
having been reduced to fewer than 100 individuals with
just 25 reproductively mature females.6 Just five years
later, CIRVA’s eleventh report published in February
2019 estimated that around 10 individuals – no more
than 22, and potentially as few as six – remained alive
in the summer of 2018.7 A published paper later refined
the estimate to just nine individuals remaining, with a
95% certainty that between six and 19 remained.8 This
represents a 98.6 per cent population decline since 2011.9

Introduction
The illegal trade in totoaba fish maws is rapidly driving
the vaquita marina to extinction. This small rare
porpoise endemic to Mexico’s Upper Gulf of California
is collateral damage in the pursuit of huge profits by
organised criminal networks that sell totoaba swim
bladders in Asian markets, primarily China.
At the 17th Conference of the Parties to the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES) in 2016, a series of decisions
were agreed aimed at tackling the illegal fishing of and
trade in totoaba, an Appendix 1 listed species, in order to
prevent the extinction of the vaquita. Just over two and a
half years later, these decisions have had no discernible
impact.
The illegal fishing and international trade in totoaba
maws continue apace, are even increasing, as a result of
Mexico’s failure to effectively crack down on organised
criminal networks perpetuating the trade. Mexico has
completely failed to stop illegal fishing for totoaba, even
within the relatively small area that is home to the
world’s remaining vaquita, thought to number less than
4

Above: Vaquita mother
“Ana” with her 2018 calf
demonstrating that vaquitas
are healthy and can give birth
annually

19 and perhaps as few as six.1 According to experts, this
lack of enforcement of fishery regulations and other
wildlife laws is “systemic, long-standing and deeply
entrenched.”2
Parties to CITES must take all possible steps to help
Mexico eliminate gillnet use and other damaging fishing
practices in the Upper Gulf of California, dismantle the
organised criminal groups that engineer the smuggling
of totoaba from Mexico to Asian export destinations
and tackle the demand for totoaba maw, particularly
in the main market of China. It is not just the survival
of the vaquita at stake, but the survival of Mexico’s
unique marine biodiversity heritage in the Upper Gulf of
California upon which so many communities depend.
This briefing summarises investigations by the
Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA) into the illegal
trade in totoaba and offers recommendations to the
Parties to CITES to consider at the 18th Conference of
the Parties and Standing Committee meetings in August
2019.

Mexico’s efforts to protect the last remaining vaquitas
have fallen short on several other fronts. These include
loopholes in the gillnet ban which allow for mackerel
and curvina fisheries that could be used as a cover for
carrying and setting illegal gillnets; a failure to prohibit
the possession, sale and manufacture of gillnets in the
area; lack of control or monitoring of fishing effort; and
delays in the development of alternative fishing gear and
in permitting the use of available alternative gear.19 The
development of alternative livelihoods in the region has
equally shown little progress.
In the short-term, the vaquita’s extinction is preventable
only by eradicating illegal totoaba fishing and removing
abandoned gillnets in the small area where the last few
individuals remain. The latest CIRVA report emphasised
that “there is still hope” for the species, with the
remaining animals still healthy and producing calves.20
Below: Illegal gillnet fishing for
endangered totoaba near San
Felipe, Mexico, April 2019
©Alejandro Olivera

Scientists have warned for more than two decades that
the survival of the vaquita was dependent on eliminating
bycatch in gillnets and other entangling nets. In
particular, bycatch of vaquita in illegal gillnets used to
catch totoaba fish was identified in 2012 as the key driver
of a sudden and rapid decline of the species.10 Totoaba
fishing has been banned since 1975 and in 1977 the
species was placed on Appendix 1 of the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora (CITES), banning all international trade.11
Despite an emergency gillnet ban in 2015, the vaquita
has continued to rapidly decline, by an estimated 48 per
cent in 2017 and 47 per cent in 2018.12 Illegal fishing of
totoaba continues unrestrained, to supply a demand for
their dried swim bladders, or maw. The main market is
in China, where totoaba maw is sought for its supposed
health benefits.13
Mexican enforcement efforts have been completely
ineffective in addressing the illegal totoaba fisheries
in the Upper Gulf of California. Incredibly, the latest
CIRVA report noted a clear “increase in illegal fishing for
totoaba”, based on the number of illegal gillnets removed
from the area.14 In 2018, 659 pieces of fishing gear were
removed, mostly active illegal totoaba gear (67 per cent),
with a very high overlap between the locations where
gear was found and vaquita habitat.15 Net removal teams
are facing violent attacks from illegal fishers, further
curtailing their success.16
In March 2019, shortly after the CIRVA report was
published, a suspected dead vaquita was found in a
gillnet by Sea Shepherd Conservation Society.17 It was
later confirmed to be a precious female.18
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EIA investigations into the
illicit totoaba trade
A series of undercover investigations conducted by
EIA since 2015 in southern China and Mexico reveal a
persistent illicit trade in totoaba maws, with the black
market being supplied by criminal syndicates spanning
both the source country and main markets.

Mexico Findings
In June 2017 an EIA investigative team carried out a
two-week investigation in Mexico to ascertain how
totoaba sourced from illegal fishing operations are
traded, processed and transported to the main markets
in southern China. A series of undercover meetings
with totoaba traders took place in the main centres for
the business; Mexico City, Culiacán in Sinaloa State and
Tijuana and Mexicali in Baja California State. Through
these meetings and subsequent communications, EIA
uncovered a network of Chinese-led criminal groups,
mostly led by individuals from Jiangmen and Taishan,
Guangdong, engaged in trading a range of illegal marine
products and connected to other crimes such as people
smuggling and drug trafficking.
In Mexico City EIA investigators were taken to two
marine product processing factories run by a pair of
Chinese men. At one of the factories, investigators were
introduced to a third member of the group, a Mexican
national who served as the registered owner of the
factories and as a front man for the group. Both revealed
connections to a gang based in China’s Fujian Province
which moved Chinese nationals into the US illegally.
Both of the Chinese men came from Taishan in
Guangdong and were partners in a business dealing in
lucrative and largely illegal marine products including
fish maw, sea cucumber, sea horse and shark fin. Their
6
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Between May 2015 and October 2018 EIA carried out four
on-site investigations into the illegal totoaba market
in Hong Kong and mainland China’s southern province
of Guangdong.21 During that time, public information
campaigns and inspections have increasingly curtailed
the open sale of totoaba maws in the main marine
products markets in Guangzhou city, Qingping and
Yide. Initially EIA investigators documented 800 fish
maws labelled as totoaba openly on sale, yet three years
later the trade had been driven underground although
it continued to thrive in other locations in southern
Guangdong, notably the coastal cities of Shantou
and Chaozhou. EIA first revealed the emergence of
Shantou as a key totoaba maw hub in 2016.22 A single
company based in the city offered EIA investigators
700 maws stored at its processing factory. Subsequent
investigations in Mexico have exposed the central role
of Taishan city in Guangdong’s Jiangmen in totoaba
trafficking, with most of the Mexico-based criminals
engaged in the trade hailing from the area.
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Above: Two totoaba maws
maws being weighed in
marine product processing
factory, Mexico City, 2017

Inset: Fresh totoaba
maws offered to EIA
investigators by the
same group in April
2018

factories are largely makeshift and comprised of
equipment necessary for basic processing, including
pails for soaking marine products, drying rooms with
electric heaters, layers of drying racks and so on. One
room was stacked with 20-30 empty luggage cases
previously used to move products to and from China.
At the time of EIA’s visit, they did not hold many
totoaba maws in stock and only showed EIA five as a
sample. However, they contacted another syndicate and
confirmed there were between 200-300 maws available
in Mexicali.

a bribe of US $200,000 to avoid arrest. These routes are
believed to be the same ones used to transport drugs.
Once the fresh maws arrive at the factory in Mexico City
they are dried, wrapped in plastic and shipped overseas
via airfreight, often concealed amongst legitimate
marine products. They spoke of working with a shipping
agent in Hong Kong who was able to move the maws into
mainland China, and of having buyers in Yide market in
Guangdong. Buyers usually pay half of the purchase price
in advance and the rest upon delivery in China, with the
traffickers using bank accounts in China and Mexico.

The Mexico City based group claimed to have previously
supplied a group of four Chinese traders, alleged to be
among the biggest totoaba traders in Mexico. The group
is primarily based in Mexicali, with a factory in Mexico
City.

Remote contact between EIA investigators and the
group continued until February 2018, at which time they
were planning to source 100kg of totoaba maws from
a supplier in Culiacán, Sinaloa, but had been unable
to travel to view the maws due to in-fighting between
different groups seeking to control the illegal fishing and
smuggling operations along the coastline. They were also
expanding the business by purchasing 11 fishing boats to
increase supply.

During the meeting the pair explained how fresh
totoaba maws were sourced from a cartel in Sinaloa
State which dominates the trade to such an extent that
outsiders attempting to enter the business have been
kidnapped and killed. The entire route from Sinaloa is
controlled by the cartel and any problems en route are
dealt with through a phone call to corrupt officials. They
highlighted how bribery is commonplace if seizures
occur, mentioning one instance when a friend was
caught in Mexicali with 40kg of totoaba maw and paid

The EIA investigators also travelled to Culiacán, Sinaloa
State, a major centre for the distribution of totoaba maws
obtained from illegal fishing operations further along
the coastline. The team met with two Chinese nationals
who were partners in trading a range of marine products
including fish maw, shark fin and seahorses and ran a
restaurant as a front business. Both were originally from
Taishan in Guangdong and had been living in Mexico for
over a decade. One claimed to have formerly worked as
an enforcer for a local Mexican drug gang.

The two traders specialised in directly sourcing fresh
totoaba maws from fishing ports around Culiacán,
recounting how stretches of the gulf coast are “owned”
by mafia linked to drug cartels, of which there are
between six to eight groups along the entire coastline.
These groups oversee collection of all marine products,
including shark fins, sea cucumbers, sea horses and
totoaba maws. The groups normally assign a broker
who handles all sales. These brokers only sell to known
buyers and generally do not entertain newcomers.
Buyers who attempt to undercut the price of brokers by
going directly to fishermen, unless with knowledge and
approval of the brokers, often face violent threats against
them. One tactic the pair spoke of was to take such
buyers out to sea to drown them. EIA investigators were
taken to a port in Dautillos and were quickly offered a
frozen totoaba maw by one of their suppliers.
At the time of the meeting EIA investigators were shown
one totoaba maw but the pair claimed to have 30 totoaba
maws in stock, mostly weighing between 100-200g each.
They explained how the fresh maws were dried and
processed at a safe location away from the restaurant
and sold to buyers in Mexico City who then arranged
onward transport out of the country through the city’s
airport.
The investigators also travelled to Tijuana, Baja
California State, next to the US border and another
important hub in the illicit totoaba trade. A meeting was
held with a third totoaba trafficking group, again led by
two Chinese nationals both originally from Taishan in
Guangdong. The pair were cousins and were running a
7

business processing marine products including totoaba
maws.
They described sourcing fresh totoaba maws, paying up
to US$15,000 per kilogram and claimed to have 30 maws
in stock in Culiacán. They dried and processed the maws
themselves and then sold them through buyers based
in Mexico City who would then arrange the smuggling
route to China. One of the pair described two main
smuggling methods out of Mexico City; directly to China
via international courier services in small packages
and concealed in the luggage of willing air passengers
operating as transporters for a fee. These carriers
would usually take an indirect route to China, via third
countries such as Malaysia and Japan to avoid detection
by customs in China.
They also revealed that their marine products business,
including trade in totoaba maws, was being financed by
an investor from the US based in nearby San Diego.

EIA’s investigations into totoaba trafficking in Mexico
reveal important insights into how the trade is carried
out and the identification of some of the main criminal
groups involved. Most of the Chinese nationals involved
come from the same city of Taishan in Guangdong, and
have been based in Mexico for years, rarely travelling
back to China. While some groups specialise in sourcing
totoaba maws directly from fishing ports, others carry
out processing and arrange export out of the country.
Several of the traffickers boasted of involvement in other
forms of crime and described violence as being routine
amongst the Mexican crime gangs competing to control
the coastline where illegally-caught totoaba fish are
landed. Corruption is a key enabler of the underground
totoaba trade, with the Chinese traders describing
routine payments to enforcement officials along the
supply route and main exit points such as Mexico City
airport. Air transport remains the favoured smuggling
method, with Chinese nationals in Mexico being
recruited to transport dried totoaba maws in suitcases,
usually via indirect routes including South Korea,
Vietnam and Japan.

Enforcement efforts
Mexico
Mexican enforcement agencies have regularly seized
large consignments of totoaba maws. These seizures
have been mostly the result of random inspections and
have almost exclusively targeted low-level couriers.
There is no evidence that the seizures have led to any
meaningful prosecutions or penalties, and no evidence of
any intelligence-led enforcement to tackle the criminal
networks that organise the illegal fishing and trade. This
is despite the provision of intelligence information on
key networks by EIA as early as 2017.
From 1 January 2018 to 31 July 2019, more than 2,000
totoaba maws were seized in Mexico according to online
reports.23 In addition more than 100kg of maws were
seized where the number of individual maws was not
specified. During a peak three-week period between
April-May 2018, 940 individual maws and more than
40kg of totoaba maws (mostly fresh maws) were seized
(see Table 1).
The major hotspot for seizures has been the
International Airport of Mexico City, where nine cases
were reported and over a thousand totoaba maws
confiscated. Totoaba maws have also been discovered
at international airports in Chihuahua city, Mérida and
Monterrey. Reported onward destinations from these
airports are primarily in China (Beijing, Shanghai, Hong
Kong and Guangzhou via Tokyo, Japan) but also South
Korea (Seoul) and the US (New York and Washington
state).

8
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Left: Totoaba maw for
sale in Guangzhou, China,
October 2018

Table 1: Main totoaba seizures in Mexico since January 2018

Location

Date

Description

Number/weight
of maws

Tijuana

25/02/2018

Following a surveillance operation, federal police discovered 87 totoaba maws in 32 plastic bags in a hidden
compartment of a vehicle stopped on the Tijuana-Ensenada highway.24

87 maws

Mexicali

10/03/2018

22 totoaba maws were seized in Mexicali Valley following surveillance by the Municipal Police, who stopped a
pick-up truck with one person on board. The maws were hidden behind a seat in a black rucksack.25

22 fresh maws /
10.83kg

Golfo de Santa Clara

19/03/2018

A man transporting 20.9kg of totoaba was stopped by police and soldiers on the Gulf of Santa Clara-San Luis Río
Colorado highway.26

20.9kg (unclear if
fresh or dried)

San Felipe

07/04/2018

32 totoaba fish found dead in a fishing net, 180m long and 15m wide, located by federal officials of CONAPESCA
in San Felipe.27

32 maws

Mérida International
Airport

19/04/2018

2.9kg of suspected totoaba maws were seized in Fedex parcels at the Merida International airport. According to
the paperwork, the maws originated from Chetumal and were destined for Renton, Washington state.28

2.9kg dried maws

Golfo de Santa Clara

21/04/2018

40kg of totoaba maws seized by Federal Police on Gulf of Santa Clara-San Luis Rio Colorado highway. Two men
and a woman arrested.29

40kg fresh maws

International Airport
of Mexico City

22/04/2018

A man was detained at the International Airport of Mexico City for trafficking 408 dried totoaba maws hidden in
two suitcases. The Chinese citizen with permanent Mexican residence was traveling to Seoul, South Korea.30

408 maws

International Airport
of Mexico City

24/04/2018

Federal Police and PROFEPA arrested a Chinese citizen transporting 417 fish maws (355 officially recorded as
totoaba). The man was flying to Guangzhou via Tokyo, Japan.31

355 maws

Mexicali

04/05/2018

209 pieces including 177 whole totoaba maws in three coolers were seized following a surveillance operation.
The driver of the green Mazda Protégé was identified as Francisco Eduardo “N”, 25 years old.32

177 fresh maws/
100kg

International Airport
of Mexico City

31/05/2018

A Chinese citizen was detained at the International Airport of Mexico City by the Federal Police following a
random baggage inspection. Destined for Beijing, the suitcase contained 57 seahorses, 1.8kg of totoaba maw and
nearly 3kg of sea cucumber.33

1.8kg dried maws

International Airport
of Mexico City

31/07/2018

PROFEPA seized 21 totoaba maw at International Airport of Mexico City following a report from Correos de
México. Labelled “PESCADO”, the package weighed 2.45kg and contained further unidentified species. It came
from Mazatlán and was destined for China.34

21 maws

International Airport
of Mexico City

08/08/2018

PROFEPA seized 16 totoaba maws destined for New York. The shipment, intercepted by Correos de México,
contained 1.3kg of totoaba maw and other fish maw. The package was from Hermosillo, Sonora.35

16 dried maws/ 1.3kg

International Airport
of Mexico City

02/10/2018

Federal Police seized 271 totoaba maws that allegedly arrived on a flight from Panama City. Customs requested
PROFEPA’s support to inspect the suitcase, which contained clothing to conceal the maws.36

271 maws

Mexicali

04/11/2018

PROFEPA and SEDENA (Mexican army) stopped a man at a military check-point, finding 33 totoaba maws during
inspection. The detainee was travelling from Ensenada to Mexicali to sell the products.37

33 maws

Chihuahua
International Airport

18/04/2019

28kg of totoaba were found at Chihuahua International Airport in a cooler during random parcel checks.38

28kg (unclear if
dried or fresh)

San Felipe

11/05/2019

49 totoaba maws were seized at San Felipe port by the FGR (Fiscalía General de la República).39

49 maws

Mérida International
Airport

23/05/2019

Two boxes containing 18.9kg of totoaba maw were found in Mérida International Airport, destined for Hong
Kong.40

18.9kg dried maws

International Airport
of Mexico City

01/06/2019

A Chinese woman Peiyi “H” was fined 203,989 pesos (approx. US$10,700) for the trafficking of 47 totoaba maws.
Arriving from Culiacán and connecting to Shanghai, she was arrested at the International Airport of Mexico
City.41

47 maws

Puertecitos,
Ensenada

23/06/2019

FGR seized 43 totoaba maws while conducting surveillance tours in the town of Puertecitos, Ensenada.42

43 maws

Monterrey
International Airport

10/07/2019

A routine check-up at Terminal B of Monterrey airport uncovered 647 pieces of sea cucumber and 90 pieces of
totoaba swim bladder in the suitcases of four people, including two of African nationality and two Mexicans,
who intended to travel to Hong Kong.43

90 maws (pieces)

United States

China

In May 2019, 132 dried totoaba swim bladders were
seized in the US after a van with Mexican licence plates
was stopped for speeding on southbound interstate 5
in Orange County, California. Two Chinese nationals,
Yikang Liang and Haoyu Huang, who claimed to work
as chefs in a Tijuana restaurant, were transporting three
boxes containing the swim bladders of 132 totoaba,
weighing roughly 104 pounds and valued at between
$940,000 and $3.76 million.44

In contrast to the lack of effective enforcement in
Mexico, there are encouraging signs that enforcement
efforts along the supply chain, especially in the main
market of China, are being stepped up and leading to the
dismantling of some of the crime syndicates involved.
Within China, tackling the illegal import of totoaba maws
has become a priority for China Customs Anti-Smuggling
Bureau as part of a wider effort to tackle the illegal
wildlife trade. As a result, since 2018 China has made a
series of seizures and arrests of totoaba traffickers. Major
cases include:

US border patrol noted that two days earlier, on May 12,
2019, both Liang and Huang had driven separate vehicles
into the US from Mexico, entering 17 minutes apart. The
Orange County deputy sheriff identified the method of
entering the US in separate vehicles and returning to
Mexico in one vehicle as a tactic frequently used to move
narcotics or currency. To date, the report authors are not
aware of any case against Liang and/or Huang being
brought to trial.45

• In December 2018 China Customs announced that a
special operation “SY608” against totoaba traffickers had
resulted in the arrest of 16 suspects and the seizure of
444kg of totoaba maws, valued at RMB182 million (US$26
million). The operation focused on important centres
of the totoaba trade, notably Jiangmen in Guangdong
and Nanning in Guangxi Province bordering Vietnam,
9

including the border town of Dongxing, known as a
smuggling route for a host of illegal wildlife products
bound for China. The investigation revealed how the
trafficking syndicate obtained processed maws in
Mexico and smuggled the contraband back to China in
concealed compartments of suitcases used by couriers
taking indirect flights, often involving multiple transit
stops.46
• In December 2018 judicial authorities in Shanghai
announced the first conviction in China for totoaba
trafficking. Li Jiangfeng and Li Jiayi, originally from the
coastal town of Taishan in Guangdong province, were
caught in February 2018 at Shanghai Putong Airport in
possession of 351 processed totoaba maws concealed in
two suitcases, valued at RMB2.2 million ($320,000). The
two defendants were sentenced to jail terms of eight
and seven years and fined RMB200,000 and RMB100,000
respectively. As part of its judgment the court noted
that public possession of totoaba maws is illegal and
emphasised that the supposed medicinal benefits of
consuming totoaba maws needed to have scientific
proof.47
• In March 2019 the judicial authorities in Jiangmen
announced the prosecution of 11 suspects implicated
in trafficking totoaba maws on a vast scale. The group’s
ringleader was identified as Liang Weihua and was
responsible for trafficking 20,000 maws over a threeyear period, valued at RMB800 million ($119 million).
The syndicate used multiple trafficking routes to
dispatch totoaba maws sourced in Mexico to China,
including via Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam and Hong
Kong.48
• Also in March 2019 China customs officers at
Hongqiao Airport, Shanghai, seized 122 totoaba maws
concealed in the baggage of a young female traveller
in transit whose flight originated in Mexico and
was bound for the major totoaba market of Shantou
in Guangdong. The suspect worked at a Chinese
restaurant in Mexico and was six months pregnant,
leading China customs to believe she had been
recruited intentionally to avoid inspection.49
While these enforcements actions in China have
dismantled a series of totoaba trafficking syndicates,
recent reports from Mexico show that illegal fishing for
totoaba continues unabated and has even increased.50
Stronger efforts are needed in the source country of
Mexico, focusing on the Chinese-led crime groups
operating in the country, such as those exposed by EIA,
and not just the couriers. Mexico and China also need
to strengthen cooperation, including with key transit
countries such as US, Japan and Vietnam.

Far right: Juvenile totoaba
at the Earth Ocean Farms
hatchery near La Paz,
Mexico

“In danger” list for Gulf of
California World Heritage site
The unchecked decline in the vaquita has
resulted in a decision in July by the World
Heritage Committee (WHC) to list Mexico’s
Islands and Protected Areas of the Gulf of
California as a World Heritage site in danger.51
The area of 244 islands, islets and coastal areas
became a World Heritage site in 2005 for its
exceptional marine biodiversity, home to 39
per cent of marine mammal species and a third
of the world’s cetacean species, including the
endemic vaquita. Both the vaquita and totoaba
are designated as species of “Outstanding
Universal Value” by the WHC.52
The World Heritage in Danger listing is a
mechanism designed to facilitate emergency
conservation action and international
assistance to support severely threatened World
Heritage sites. For the area to be removed from
the ‘in danger’ list, Mexico must work with
UNESCO to develop corrective measures to save
the vaquita.

Captive breeding of
totoaba - creating
a market in an
endangered species?
In May 2018, the CITES Secretariat announced that the
Mexican Government had applied to register Earth
Ocean Farms (EOF) as a captive breeding operation
for totoaba, an Appendix I listed species.53 According
to the CITES treaty, if the facility is registered, Mexico
would be allowed to commercially export totoaba parts
upon issuance of a valid Appendix II export permit or
certificate.54
EOF operates a fish hatchery, a 343-hectare offshore
aquaculture farm and a processing plant in the
southeastern region of the Gulf of California, close to
La Paz, Baja California Sur. In addition to totoaba, EOF
also cultivates Pacific red snapper (Lutjanus peru).
Once both species reach a certain size, the fish are
transferred from the hatchery to offshore cages until
the fish are large enough to be sold. Despite the fact
that the totoaba is an endangered species and protected
under Mexican law, EOF has been allowed to cultivate
totoaba under a special permit called a Unidad de
Manejo Ambiental (UMA, or management unit for the
conservation and sustainable use of wildlife).55
In addition to EOF, other companies have been
registered as UMAs for totoaba cultivation. These
include the Biotechnology and Pisiculture program of
the Autonomous University of Baja California (UABC),

the Center for Reproduction of Marine Species of the
state of Sonora (CREMES), Pacific Aquaculture S.de RL
de CV, Acuario Oceánico, Desarrollo del Alto Golfo de
California and Cygnus Ocean Farms SA de CV. All seven
facilities are allowed to exploit farm-raised totoaba for
domestic commercial use.56 EOF and other farms have
been selling totoaba meat to restaurants in a number of
Mexican cities, including La Paz, Los Cabos and Mexico
City.57
While UABC has released juvenile totoaba into the
Upper Gulf of California for a number of years, recently
joined by EOF, studies of the survival rates for the
released fish are limited, and only four captive-bred
totoaba have been recovered.58
The EOF application states that exports will include
whole fish, filets and “fresh products, frozen and
dehydrated.” The controversial totoaba swim bladders,
the target of the illegal fishing driving the vaquita to
extinction, are mentioned in the application, which
provides the weight of the swim bladder in comparison
to that of a whole fish. An information document
submitted by Mexico to the 71st meeting of the CITES
Standing Committee makes clear the intention is to
develop the totoaba maw export market, claiming it
will benefit vaquita and totoaba conservation, as well as
economic development, by reducing totoaba poaching.59
The information document claims that, according to
ongoing research (which as of publication is not
available or peer reviewed), a legal trade of totoaba
swim bladders from aquaculture can promote the
reduction of illegal trade. This statement is based on
the theory that a legal supply of totoaba maws would
suppress prices for illegally-sourced maws, thereby
reducing the incentive for illegal fishing.

A legal trade in farmed totoaba would irrefutably
complicate the enforcement challenge faced by CITES
Parties in addressing the trafficking of totoaba. The
traceability scheme proposed by EOF, which includes
genetic markers and the use of QR coded tags is
problematic. While genetic marking may be appropriate
for totoaba parts in trade, the Mexican customs
agency (Aduana Mexico) and many other nations lack
sufficient capacity and funding to regularly conduct
genetic testing. The QR codes are inadequate; they can
be replicated, copied or reused to launder illegal totoaba
parts.62 The application did not address disposal,
storage or security procedures for any bladders not
traded.
Both the United States and Israel objected to the EOF
proposal while CITES Animals Committee raised a
number of questions regarding the proposal.63 As a
result, the registration is to be discussed at the 71st
Meeting of the Standing Committee meeting in August
2019.64
The EOF proposal directly contradicts CITES Decision
17.147 which instructed the Parties to “eliminate supply
of and demand for totoaba.”65 Furthermore, CIRVA, the
IUCN and the UNESCO WHC have also urged Mexico
to reduce demand for totoaba.66 Authorising a legal
international market for totoaba bladders directly
contradict these recommendations. It opens new
supply lines for the product, while simultaneously
de-stigmatising and legitimising totoaba bladder
consumption. Given the critical status of the vaquita,
the EOF proposal should be rejected outright.

Given the current size of the totoaba market, which is
relatively small compared to other wildlife products
with supposed medicinal properties, it is likely that
a legal supply would fuel the market for totoaba
maws, which could not be sufficiently met by farmed
totoaba. It could also increase the incentive for the
illegal harvest of older, wild-caught fish with the
most valuable (i.e. much larger) swim bladders. EIA’s
investigations documented an oversupply of small
illegal totoaba maws which resulted in a significant
devaluation of maws in China from peak prices in
2012.60 These price drops did not reduce illegal fishing
for totoaba in Mexico or decrease trade in totoaba
maws to China. A key reason for this is the sizeable
profit margins for traders even when prices are at rock
bottom. Traders are also known to stockpile supplies
particularly of the larger more valuable maws whilst
prices remain low, speculating on the value rebounding.
Moreover, Chinese traders speaking to EIA undercover
investigators have offered reassurance that the totoaba
maws they are selling are wild-caught, not farmed,
indicating a clear higher perceived value for wild
products.
There is also the potential that competition from
aquaculture-raised totoaba could induce criminal
networks involved in trafficking to increase totoaba
extraction in order to counteract their losses.61
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Recommendations to the 71st Standing
Committee (SC71) and to the 18th Conference
of the Parties to CITES (CITES CoP18)
At the 17th Conference of the Parties to CITES in 2016,
a series of decisions were agreed aimed at tackling
the illegal trade in totoaba. Parties were directed to
intercept illegal shipments, share information on
illegal catches and trade, engage in awareness raising
activities, eliminate supply of and demand for totoaba
and increase law enforcement efforts to prevent and
address illegal fishing and trade.67 The Secretariat
was directed to commission a report on the current
status of totoaba and vaquita, including conservation
efforts, information on illegal trade and markets
and recommendations to guarantee the recovery
of totoaba and vaquita and combat illegal trade.68
The Standing Committee was tasked with making
recommendations for additional actions, based on data
and information submitted by Parties.69 Finally Parties
and other stakeholders were urged to support efforts
to stop illegal fishing, trafficking and support activities
benefitting the recovery of totoaba.70
These decisions have patently failed to have the desired
effect. Illegal totoaba fishing and trade have increased,
the vaquita hovers on the edge of extinction and
Mexico is proposing to exacerbate the already critical
situation by promoting international trade in captive
bred totoaba maws.71
Implementation of the CITES Decisions has been
incomplete, inadequate and ultimately ineffective:

• An August 2017 trilateral enforcement meeting
between Mexico, China and the US initially promised
the required urgent coordination of enforcement
efforts, including an enforcement contact group and
joint international operations. However there appears to
have been little or no follow up to the meeting. Indeed,
the US response to CITES Notification 2018/090 notes
that requests for information on nationals from China,
Mexico and South Korea related to totoaba seizures and
arrests made in the US “often go unanswered”;72
• At the 69th meeting of the Standing Committee (SC69)
in November/December 2017, Mexico announced its
support for a high-level diplomatic mission to Mexico
with a view to addressing the urgent conservation
status of the totoaba and vaquita. The mission did not
take place until May 2019.73 During those 1.5 years, the
vaquita population declined by at least 48 per cent;
• Full funding has still not been secured for the CITES
Secretariat to commission the report requested in
Decision 17.149;
• Only two Parties, Mexico and the US, responded
to Notification 2018/090 on 12 November 2018 that
invited range, transit and consumer states to provide
information on the implementation of the CoP17
decisions.
This inertia is inexcusable in the face of imminent
extinction of the vaquita.

A spate of high-profile seizures and prosecutions
in China since 2018 indicates increased resolve by
the country’s enforcement agencies to curb totoaba
trafficking. These efforts must continue and be
replicated by other totoaba transit and consumer
countries. However the onus is clearly now on Mexico
to target the Chinese-led crime groups in the country
supplying totoaba maw and to end illegal totoaba
fishing operations.
The proposed draft Decisions in CoP18 Doc. 8974 fail
to reflect the urgent need for action. At the current
rate of decline the vaquita will be extinct by the 19th
Conference of the Parties. Compliance procedures
must be initiated against Mexico in light of its repeated
failure to enforce the Appendix 1 listing of totoaba.
AWI, EIA, NRDC and the Center recommend that CITES
SC71/CoP18 adopt trade suspensions under Article XIII
against Mexico until such time as Mexico demonstrates
that it has put in place measures that will:

• fully fund and expand the net removal program and
ensure the protection of net removal teams;
• strengthen existing laws to prohibit the sale,
possession and manufacture of gillnets in the Upper
Gulf (on land and water);
• strengthen collaboration with law enforcement
authorities in totoaba demand and transit countries,
including China, the United States, South Korea and
Vietnam.
AWI, EIA, NRDC and the Center further recommend that
SC71/CoP18
Directs the Secretariat to undertake an immediate
compliance mission to Mexico, and other missions
to China, the United States, South Korea and Vietnam
to assess the efficacy of actions to combat the illegal
totoaba trade.
Directs all Parties to:

• ensure protection of the remaining vaquita by
maintaining a net-free zone in the small area that
the few remaining vaquita inhabit, with 24/7/365
surveillance by sufficiently resourced and armed
personnel to respond to any attempts to set gillnets and
with the authority to arrest anyone violating Mexican
law;

a) support, through financial and in-kind support, all
efforts to promote the conservation of wild populations
of totoaba and vaquita;

• increase enforcement on land and in water to
eliminate all setting of gillnets in the range of the
vaquita and to seize all gillnets;

c) communicate to the Secretariat the specific activities
undertaken under this Decision in time for the
information to be reviewed by the Standing Committee
at its 73rd and 74th meetings.

• ensure totoaba fishers and traffickers are prosecuted,
with the application of penalties that are sufficient to
deter continued criminal activities;

b) eliminate supply and demand for totoaba and
strengthen transnational law enforcement efforts to
prevent and address the illegal totoaba trade;

AWI, EIA, NRDC and the Center also urge SC71 to reject
Mexico’s application to register Earth Ocean Farms as a
captive breeding operation for totoaba.

Below: Fisherman extracting
swim bladder from totoaba fish,
April 2019
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